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Medieval monastic cloisters are cultivated grounds, studded with gardens, sculpted
arcades, and waterworks. The four-sided cloister became common to cathedrals and
monasteries after the Carolingian era across Western Europe. As enclosed spaces,
cloisters were symbolic microcosms, especially for the monastic communities who
envisioned the cloister as a paradise or locus amoenus.[1] The cloister was also
conceived as a manifestation of the heavenly Jerusalem on earth, figured in the
starry sky.[2] Along similar lines, sculpted capitals in monastic cloisters have been
interpreted as symbolic figural images imbued with purpose and narrative
trajectory.[3] Cloisters were also sites for mundane operations, like book making and
reading.[4]

I suggest in this essay that sculpted capitals and piers, in the contexts of certain
cloisters, function as gnomon-like markers of things that traversed the cloister
ground. This idea is sketched out across three sections. The architectural and
institutional groundwork is explored through parameters, like monastic customs in
small books or manuals, and in the physical perimeters that constituted cloister
spaces. I next turn to outlining clusters of meanings in sculpted capitals and read
these against actions performed by monks, especially those performing the role of
the Sacristan or custos. A third section more deeply considers the specificity of the
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locus designatus introduced in a manual created at the Abbey of Fleury and the
concept of procedurality with the goal of nuancing an essentially teleological
framework that has conditioned art historical analysis of cloister capitals and of other
sculpted stone monuments that do not easily fit into established categories. In
concluding, I offer an observation of the doubling, or repetition, of human and
non-human agents which is manifested in the repetition of figural forms around the
basket of the sculpted capitals and in sculpted figures like angels that encircle and
contain more unstable or aquatic imagery, which I argue at Ripoll and Moissac
represent moving subjects with ambiguous meanings.

Parameters and Perimeters

The experience of viewing sculpted capitals in monastic cloisters was a highly
variable phenomenon, depending on weather and time of day. In fact, gazing at the
sky from specific locations within the cloister is a monastic commonplace, especially
for the Sacristans at Benedictine monasteries who noted celestial events in their
books and sought out constellations at night.[5] The pre-dawn observation of
constellations was also important for the operation of mechanical water clocks,
which may or may not have served a reliable role in monastic timekeeping.[6]

The cloister at the monastery of Santa Maria de Ripoll in the Catalan Pyrenees is
considered among the earliest with structures organized around a regular
quadrilateral.[7] This space was defined by a perimeter of stone walls built in the late
tenth century (Fig.1). A canal running across the western side of the cloister dates to
the same early foundations, connected to a longer network of aqueducts known as
the acequia de Santa Maria begun in the tenth century.[8] The underground canal
remained in place when the cloister was renovated with marble and polychromed
limestone in the twelfth century. The canal also powered a mill and probably filled a
cistern that regulated a water clock, which would have sounded small bells at preset
intervals to announce the passing time.[9]
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Figure 1. Monastery of Santa Maria de Ripoll, plan of abbey church consecrated in 977 and
tenth-century cloister walls. Image: © G. Boto, after C. Barraquer (1906), with permission.

The ritualized use of the cloister ground for gazing at the heavens is vividly
documented in a small handbook written at Fleury Abbey (Saint-Benoît-sur-Loire,
France) in the eleventh century.[10] The anonymous author carefully describes the
location of a juniper bush and architectural details that orient the reader to a
designated spot (locus designatus) fixed at one side of the cloister.[11] This handbook
shows how the perimeter of the ancient cloister ground solidified lines of sight that
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would, in practice, determine the starting moment for the dawn prayers at the abbey
church across the eleventh and twelfth centuries.[12] Inscribed among a collection of
poems with musical notation, the instructions in the Fleury handbook associate feast
days with the positions of bright stars in certain constellations. Once the identified
star or cluster is glimpsed in the correct position, the reader is instructed to light
lamps or ring bells to rouse the sleeping brothers. Take, for example, the instructions
for the feast of Saint Vincent (Fig. 2):

And on the feast of St VINCENT, when you see them [i.e. two bright stars in the
scales of Virgo] just rising above the fifth window, near the roof, and—note this
carefully—to observe them you must move back a little from the usual place
towards the juniper bush, on the path to the well, so you can see and count
the windows.[13]

Figure 2. Star time table, 11th century, Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS Bodley 38, ff. 20v-21r. Photo: Seb Falk,
2018, with permission.
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This handbook shows how the Sacristan was expected to memorize the course of
stars as they aligned with rooftops and windows, in this case recorded in a
pocket-sized format for reference or for the instruction of novices.[14] Although it was
written for use in the built environment of the cloister at Fleury, the custom of gazing
from a particular spot in the cloister was no doubt known to other monasteries. In
the ancient cloister at Ripoll, the view standing on the north side of the cloister is
now obscured by a second floor, added hundreds of years later. The north-to-south
flow of the underground canal roughly parallels one of the lines of sight for gazing
upwards and outwards, much like the path towards the well at Fleury (Fig. 3).[15]

Figure 3. Plan of cloister at Santa Maria de Ripoll showing approximate location of ancient irrigation
canal and well, with a yellow star marking a hypothetical location for star gazing towards the southeast.

Image: M. Westerby, after E. Junyent, 1975.
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The Ripoll scriptorium produced the earliest medieval Latin description of a water
clock (clepsydra) and a text describing the astrolabe as an instrument,De utilitatibus
astrolabii (On the Uses of the Astrolabe), today in Barcelona.[16] Other illustrated
books on astrology survive from Ripoll, including an extensive astrological miscellany
created 1055–1056 collecting the works of Pliny, Hyginus, Isidore, and Bede.[17] The
significance of these translations and illustrated astrological works was certainly not
lost on the twelfth-century renovators and makers of art working in the cloister at
Ripoll, including poets, illuminators, teachers, and clerics.[18]

In other words, the cloister was a quadrilateral enclosure in which humans acted to
perceive the world from the flat plane of the cloister ground. As a kind of ritualized
observatory nearby the common eating and sleeping areas and easily accessed by
the resident monks, the cloister was a meeting ground for all sorts of people,
purposes, and events. Other media and objects rendering the post-Carolingian
cosmology that informed the Benedictine worldview at Ripoll demonstrate the
significance of the enclosed space as a perceptive ground for encounters with
natural phenomena—such as the courses of stars and the ceaseless flow of water
through aqueducts and from fountains.

Cosmological diagrams, as a type of image, may be associated with the Benedictine
monastic culture in which they were copied and dispersed through other media, like
the Creation Tapestry at Girona Cathedral with Christ Pantocrator at its center (Fig.
4).[19] Much like the abbey church at the center of the Christian monastic sphere,
Christ is shown at the center of a colorful creation cycle and framed by the Four
Winds. The edges of the tapestry are inhabited by ancient figures of the Four Rivers
of Paradise, the Labors of the Months, and a personification of the Year (Annus). A
familiar cosmology to the Creation Tapestry appears in the sculpted archivolts of the
twelfth-century stone portal which frames an ancient doorway on the west end of
the Ripoll abbey church, which also stands very near the tenth-century canal,
concealed out of sight below paving stones (labeled “West Portal” in Fig. 3). The
water shown teeming with life in the tapestry, bounded by round masses of dry land
or rocks, projects an image of orderly creation that was manifested in stone portals
like the one at Ripoll.
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Figure 4. Creation Tapestry, 11th century, Girona Cathedral. Photo: Wikimedia Commons, Kippelboy,
CC-BY-SA-3.0.

Clusters and Customs

Nearby the sculpted portal and directly adjacent to the abbey church, the north side
of the Ripoll cloister is decorated with white marble capitals sculpted in the twelfth
century (Fig. 5).[20] Although these capitals lack a comprehensive iconographic
trajectory seen in other cloisters in the region, like Sant Cugat del Vallès,[21] certain
clusters represent eschatological and cosmological themes in their imagery and
placement.[22] Capitals installed in the northeast and northwest corners of the Ripoll
cloister are mirrored in clusters at Santa Maria de Lluçà, a small church within the
samemedieval diocese.[23] Burials on the northeast corner of the cloister at Ripoll
also show the significance of the north side, nearest to the church. A memorial relief
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for abbot Ramón de Berga (d. 1206) was added in the northeast pillar and tombs for
the counts of Besalú and Barcelona also existed on the north side, including the
monastery’s founder, Guifré el Pilós (d. 897). As the only likeness of an abbot or monk
surviving in the Ripoll cloister today, the relief of Abbot Ramón, shown with a crosier
and book, evokes the vows of stability and obedience that Benedictines took upon
their entry to monastic life. While stability (geographic and institutional) was a holy
vow, it also existed alongside procedures for transitus, the passage between religious
orders.[24]

Figure 5. Ripoll Cloister, view towards northeast pillar, mid-12th century. Photo: M. Westerby, 2013.

Historiated capitals and monumental reliefs in other ancient Benedictine cloisters
show a similar clustering of figural capitals on the north sides situated near wells and
fountains. A wave-pattern relief at the center of the north cloister walk at Saint-Pierre
de Moissac (Tarn-et-Garonne, France) is one enigmatic example (Fig. 6). This relief
lacks the celebrated portraits and epigraphy seen in the other reliefs and historiated
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capitals, like the portrait of Abbot Durand de Bredons (d. 1072) in the center east
pillar and the dedicatory inscription in the center west pillar, which dates the cloister
renovations to 1100.[25] The wave-pattern pillar is interpreted by Chantal Fraïsse as a
representation of water, perhaps associated with the location of a destroyed well
house that once existed on the north end of the Moissac cloister.[26] A
nineteenth-century engraving of this section of the cloister shows two women filling
jugs of water flowing from the remains of a plumbing system or aqueduct.[27]

Figure 6.Wave-pattern Pillar, c. 1100, north side of the Moissac Cloister. Photo: Kunsthistorisches Institut
in Florenz – Max-Planck-Institut; photographer: Roberto Sigismondi.
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The wave-pattern pillar might just as easily represent patterns in clouds or the
blowing of winds, like the Four Winds in the Creation Tapestry in Girona. Matching
the historiated capitals, this stands below a figural stone abacus, in this case with a
row of winged angels that seem to contain the undulating surface of the relief. The
angels recall the figures blowing through horns or riding on windbags at the edges
of the Creation Tapestry or in medievalmappae mundi, including the world map in
the Ripoll astrological miscellany.[28] Barbara Baert has commented on comparable
imagery in stone relating to the concept of the acheiropoietoi, or image not made by
human hand. Baert notes how full-page Incipitminiatures in Gospels and paved
marble cosmic floors can be read as expressions of a “meta-reflexive character of
wind as pneumatic form.”[29] Doron Bauer finds closer comparisons for such
undulating wave forms in living rocks, proposing that “wave-like geological patterns
bore the imprint of primordial transformative liquid forces.”[30] In short, the type of
matter (air, water, earth) and its changing state (gas, liquid, solid) is less at issue than
the concept of mutability and kinetics—or perhaps instability—that permeates these
discourses. In this sense, the wave-pattern pillar at Moissac points to something far
beyond itself. It frames the sensation of natural phenomena much like the
quadrilateral frame of the cloister ground became the common locale for symbolic
yet mundane activities at the monastery.

A pair of capitals at Ripoll with personifications of aquatic subjects at the center of
the north side stand out from other capitals in a similar manner to the wave-pattern
relief (Fig.7; location indicated with a gold star in Fig. 3). Like the four-sided cloister,
the capitals repeat figures in fours, in this case with nearly identical features. Flanked
by winged angels like the pillar at Moissac, these paired capitals at Ripoll are set in a
cluster, unlike the more decorative capitals at the corners of the quadrilateral space.
Embodied viewers in the cloister may have walked by these capitals on either side,
standing under the portico or under the sky. A simulation of this spatially aware
mode of viewing is possible with 3Dmodels popularized by platforms like Sketchfab,
which can be displayed at extreme angles and with options to vary lighting
conditions.

One of these paired capitals depicts four bust-length monstrous figures with hands
touching a wave-like pattern around the basket of the capital. The other, with four
bare breasted figures holding up fish-like tails, is usually identified as the Siren.[31]
This pair of capitals stand on variegated marble columns capped with a limestone
abacus, patterned in a swirling relief. In the nineteenth century, Josep Pellicer offered
two interpretations of these capitals, suggesting that together they depict either
Ulysses and his sailors girding themselves against Sirens or the sea god Neptune
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with a group of Naiads.[32] As a personification of Neptune or Oceanus, the capital
recalls the thiasos, or ancient procession of marine gods. Along similar lines,
Francisco Prado-Vilar has identified a thiasos in a capital in the nave of Jaca
Cathedral—in that case derived from an antique sarcophagus repurposed as a
medieval tomb.[33]

Figure 7. Paired Capitals with Personifications of Aquatic Subjects, mid-12th century. Photogrammetric
3D model. 3D model: Lux Mundi (www.luxmundi.cat) https://skfb.ly/6VCML.

As placed at the center north side of the cloister ground, these capitals and pillars
can also be compared to stone monuments that present themselves with the
functions of scientific instruments. This includes the sundial-stele of Santa María de
Benevívere (Palencia, Spain; figure 8),[34] the Regensburg astrolabe from Sankt
Emmeram (Bavaria, Germany; figure 9),[35] and the zodiac pillar of Souvigny Priory
(Allier, France).[36] Although such monuments ostensibly served as aids to determine
the time of day when standing in the cloister, their utility as instruments has long
been in question. At the very least they demonstrate the reception of scientific and
technical knowledge, and their placement in the cloister reveals this space as a
meeting ground for the experience of natural phenomena through repetitive
operations like gazing and measuring. Instruments like sundials and astrolabes were
also illustrated in astrological treatises. An image of Aratus of Soli and the muse
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Urania pointing at a planisphere within an enclosed arcaded space (Fig. 10) appears
in a twelfth-century miscellany most likely copied by a scribe from Ripoll (Biblioteca
Nacional de España, Ms. 19, f. 55).[37]

Figure 8. Regensburg Astrolabe, kneeling figure of Aratus of Soli gazing upwards, frommonastery of St.
Emmeram. Limestone, 11th century. Regensburg, Historisches Museum, HVE 3 .Photo: Wikimedia

Commons, Zde, CC-BY-SA-4.0.\
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The experience of star gazing and time keeping in the cloister at Ripoll can also be
glimpsed in the Gesta vel obitus of Pietro Orseolo, written at Cuxa or Ripoll in the
eleventh century.[38] The Gesta opens with Pietro Orseolo’s abdication as Doge of
Venice and his withdrawal to the Pyrenees mountains. At Cuxa, Pietro takes on
menial tasks, demonstrates humility, and earns the admiration of the monks.
Eventually Pietro takes the position of custos ecclesiae, a role related to or below that
of the Sacristan,[39] responsible for waking the brothers for the pre-dawn office. His
battles with demons and monsters in the night are reported by the author in
passages that echo Prudentius’s Psychomachia.[40] After death, Pietro is laid to rest
in an arcosolium in the Cuxa cloister, set in the wall abutting the church (juxta
ostium ecclesiae).[41] Not long after, a novice Sacristan, whom Pietro had instructed,
experiences a vision of the saint marching boldly within a celestial procession of
apostolic and Benedictine saints that sing with a special harmony (resonans
speciales harmoniae). This solitary vision is said to take place in the chapel before
the cock’s crow (ante galli cantum).[42]

The actions and transitus of Pietro Orseolo, from the cloister to the church at Cuxa,
shows familiar hagiographic patterns of sanctification through spiritual battle, yet it
also gives valuable data for the role of the Sacristan in the twelfth-century cloister.
Assuming a water clock existed at Ripoll, the human actor (likely Sacristan or custos)
tasked with its operation would have also responded to its chiming bells. We can
imagine the questions, or even anxieties, a monastic reader-viewer in the cloister at
Ripoll encountered in this process. How do I rouse the others from sleep at the right
time? Where do I stand to see Orion on Christmas Day? What if clouds are in the
way? This last question was in fact addressed by Peter Damian inOn the Perfection
of Monks, who instructed his reader to recite the Psalter as a method of telling time,
“so that when he cannot see the brightness of the sun or the movement of the stars
because of thick cloud, the number of psalms which he has got through will act as a
sort of clock, enabling him to judge the time.”[43]
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Figure 9. Sundial-stele of Santa María de Benevívere. Limestone, 12th century. Museo Diocesano
Palencia. Photo: Diócesis de Palencia.
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Figure 10. Aratus of Soli and Urania, illuminated manuscript miscellany, probably Santa Maria de Ripoll,
12th century. Madrid, Biblioteca Nacional de España, Ms. 19, f. 55. Photo: Biblioteca Digital Hispánica,

public domain.

Purpose and Process

By excavating a given standing place—the locus designatus described earlier in the
Fleury handbook—we begin to reframe the human actor as just one of the things
that moves across the cloister ground. The reader of the Fleury handbook performs a
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series of procedures: situating, seeing, responding. These actions are familiar to the
concept of procedurality in the experience of art and architecture, discussed by
Roland Betancourt in relation to illuminated pages and marginal images in
Byzantine lectionary manuscripts. Drawing on interactive digital media and video
games, Betancourt introduces the concept of procedural rhetoric to the reader’s
experience: “…rather than being stably defined, images (that is, miniatures,
marginalia, initials in manuscripts or decorative details and spaces in architecture)
share with us facets of meaning and spectrums of signification that are perpetually
in flux.”[44]

This notion of procedurality and flux might be contrasted to that of ascribing
purpose to capitals with monstrous imagery. The historiography of twelfth-century
cloister sculpture famously hinges on a passage written by Bernard of Clairvaux in
the Apologia ad Guillelmum abbatem in which Bernard criticizes the “ridiculous
monstrosities” carved in stone in cloister capitals.[45] With a question posed in
rhetorical flair—“what are the filthy apes doing there?”—Bernard implies that he and
his twelfth-century contemporaries saw these capitals as imbued with purpose.
Unfolding from Bernard’s interrogation, Thomas Dale has demonstrated the appeal
to the senses of monstrous imagery in capitals, which worked to affect the thoughts
and behaviors of their viewers. Dale notes that monstrous sculptures “fostered deep
emotional responses, comparable to the affectus of beholding and embracing a
sculpted crucifix or reliquary.”[46] This undeniable affect is almost tangible when
reading hagiographical works like the Gesta vel obitus of Pietro Orseolo, who
encountered a Hydra and stood strong against divine winds that blew out candles.

At the same time, the issue of ascribing purpose to cloister capitals might be
compared to the problems of pagan “star pictures” that illustrated Carolingian and
post-Carolingian books on astrology. The challenge of these images was an enduring
subtext of Christian religious practice. Eric Ramirez-Weaver has examined this
conundrum through the Handbook of 809, especially in a copy painted around 830
for Bishop Drogo of Metz (Madrid, Biblioteca Nacional, MS 3307).[47] The power of
these images was contained on the painted page through their careful labeling with
tituli and the fact that one’s perception of these clusters of stars as images require a
certain process of connecting dots: “the fact that constellations did not exist in the
sky precluded them from being considered idols.”[48]
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Figure 11. Digital recreation of Cuxa cloister (Cloisters Museum, Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York),
created with Unreal Engine by Melissa Cardona. For more of Cardona's work, see

https://www.artstation.com/melissacardona.

The constellation Heridanus (Eridanus) is called out by name in book three, chapter
23, of the Opus Caroli, as discussed by Ramírez-Weaver: “And is it not obvious that it
is contrary to Scripture if one depicts rivers and streams and their confluence as men
pouring water out of urns [like Heridanus]? And if the sun and the moon and the
other adornments of the sky are depicted in human form [like Orion or Hercules],
their heads crowned with rays, does not all of this run quite contrary to Holy
Scripture?”[49] Heridanus is among the constellations illustrated in the astrological
miscellanies created at Ripoll, including an eleventh-century manuscript now at the
Vatican Library (Fig. 12; BAV, Ms. Reg. Lat. 123) and the disputed twelfth-century
miscellany in Madrid (Fig. 10; BNE, Ms. 19). This version of Eridanus (also called
Oceanus in the excerpted text from Hyginus’s Fabulae) is shown in bust length with
rays emanating from the forehead, and with a hand touching a stream of water
studded with flower-like stars. All of these features resemble the four aquatic figures
in the capital at the center of the north cloister walk, paired with the Siren, and
further recall Josep Pellicer’s identification of the capitals as Neptunes and Naiads.
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Figure 12. The constellation Eridanus, Astrological Miscellany, f. 202r, scriptorium of Santa Maria de
Ripoll, c. 1046, Vatican Library, MS Reg. Lat. 123 (Photo: Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, copyright 2021)
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The stars that make up the constellation Heridanus were also thought to produce
sound as they coursed across the sky, owing to the concepts of heavenly and
mundane music that were taught as the basis of music instruction across the Middle
Ages.[50] If we label the Ripoll capital as an image of Heridanus, the paired capital
with Sirens might be equated with the Nymphs or classical water goddesses. Among
the handbooks produced at Ripoll is a series of Latin, Greek, and Hebrew
glossaries[51] including an excerpt from Isidore of Seville which defines nymph as a
water goddess, “…so called from clouds (nubes), for waters are from clouds, whence
this name is derived. They call the nymphs goddesses of the waters…and they call
these Muses as well as nymphs, not without reason, because the movement of water
makes music.”[52]

Conclusion: Restabilized, Repeated

Considering the cluster of capitals at Ripoll as a locus designatus and the procedural
rhetoric that this notion implies, the experience of the cloister aqueducts and
fountains merge with the perceived sounds of moving things. This embodied,
procedural experience is necessarily framed by the parameters of monastic customs
and the perimeter of the cloister’s flat, quadrilateral ground. The human process was,
however, gradually subverted in the twelfth century with the appearance of water
clocks, which blurred the boundaries of human and machine. As described by E.R.
Truitt, water clocks established a system in which “timekeeping could shift from a
continuous process (the movement of water) to a repetitive process (the
back-and-forth of the verge).”[53] This process functions differently yet mimics the
psalm-singing monastic body standing on the cloister ground among the vertical
columns and capitals. The machine acts as another entity performing time-keeping
operations, in some ways more reliable and in other ways less reliable than human
agents. This repetition of efforts and its water-powered movement can surely inform
our understandings of cloister capitals through the “designated spots” and clusters
of meaning they create at Ripoll and other Benedictine cloisters. Here, sculpted
capitals and pillars embody the coursing, moving subjects framed by the cloister and
stand in place as gnomon-like markers of things that traversed the cloister ground,
above and below.
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